ORGANIZATION

Arte Groep, Netherlands
pledges to

Eradicate child labour in Ballikurava, Prakasam district Andhra Pradesh in India, including the natural stone sector where Arte is sourcing its granite from
Eradicate child labour in Ballikurava, Prakasam district Andhra Pradesh in India, including the natural stone sector where Arte is sourcing its granite from

**Name:**
No underage (migrants) workers and safer working conditions in the quarries in the project area.

**Description:**
We want to eradicate child labour in Ballikurava, Prakasam district Andhra Pradesh in India, including the natural stone sector where Arte is sourcing its granite from. We will focus on the underage young migrant workers who work in the quarries and processing units to prevent them from coming to the area and will address the working conditions of the migrant labourers.

**Implementation plan:**
Therefore we will organize in 2021:
- 5 interviews with quarry owners/managers
- 2 interviews with government officials
- 5 interviews with workers outside the workplace

**Impact:**
We (will) develop and pilot integrated interventions at quarry and community level to address occupational health and safety issues, the situation of migrant workers, age verification systems, and bonded labour and learn how to address these issues. Improving local social dialogue and formalising labour arrangements are interventions that are likely to contribute to the eradication of labour issues, including child labour, in the long term.